CAVES AND KARST FEATURES OF THE SWAGO CREEK AREA
Pocahontas County, West Virginia

1. Apple Cave Pit
2. Barnes Pit
3. Barnes Resurgence
4. Beverage (Beveridge) Cave
5. Beverage (Beveridge) Domepit
6. Beverage (Beveridge) Hole
7. Beverage (Beveridge) Pit
8. Big Run Cave
9. Black Lick Pit
10. Bob's Crawl
11. Bob's One-Holer
12. Buck Run Cave
13. Buck Run Pit
14. Camp Secret Shelter Cave
15. Carpenter's Pit
16. Cave Creek Cave
17. Cook Cave
18. Crossed Fingers Well
19. Dad's Cavelet
20. Dry Creek Fissure
21. Dry Creek Fluted Pit
22. Dry Creek Indian Cave (Buck Mountain Pit)
23. Dry Creek Joint
24. Dry Creek Resurgence
25. Dry Creek Swallow Hole
26. Dynamite Pit
27. Forgotten Pit
28. Forgotten Pit No. 2
29. Forgotten Pit No. 3
30. Friels Cave
31. Friel's Sink No. 2—1
32. Friel's Sink No. 2—2
33. Friel's Sink No. 3
34. Fringed Falls Cavelet
35. Gay Cave
36. Gay Pits (2)
37. Groundhog Cave
38. Hanna Pit
39. Hause Cave (Hause No. 1 Cave) (Rolling Rock Cave)
40. Hause Fissure
41. Hause Pit
42. Hause Run Bypass Cave
43. Hause Waterfall No. 1
44. Hause Waterfall No. 2
45. Hause Waterfall Cave
46. Jack's Cave
47. Johnny's Cave
48. Kee No. 1 Cave
49. Kee No. 2 Cave
50. McClintock's Corkscrew Pit
51. McClintock's Grapevine Pit
52. McClintock's No. 1 Pit
53. McClintock's No. 2 Pit
54. McClintock's Wormsaway Cave
55. McKeever's Chimney Pit (McKeever's No. 3 Pit)
56. McKeever's No. 1 Pit
57. McKeever's No. 2 Pit (McKeever's New Pit)
58. McKeever's Waterfall Cave (McKeever's No. 4 Pit)
59. McKeever's Waterfall
60. McNeil Pit
61. Nancy Sharp Pit
62. Newman Cave
63. Osborn's Pit
64. Overholt Blowing Cave
65. Overholts Dome Cave
66. Overholts Saltpeter Cave
67. Price Run Resurgence
68. Railroad Pit
69. Raspberry Cave
70. Ripped Coveralls Cavelet
71. Roadside Pit (Swago Roadside Pit)
72. Rock Pile Hole
73. Rockhouse Cave
74. Ruckers Jug Cave
75. Rush Run Grotto
76. Rush Run Pit No. 1
77. Rush Run Pit No. 2
78. Schoolberry Cave
79. Sharp Resurgence
80. Stony Mountain Sink
81. Stump Resurgences
82. Swago False Bottom Cave
83. Swago Horse Cave
84. Swago Pit
85. Tub Cave
86. Upper Swago Cave
87. Wolfe's Swallow Hole
88. Pretty Stinky Pit
89. Briar Patch Cave
90. McKeever's Cellar Cave
91. Dead Calf Cave
92. Kyle's Crawl